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Thanks to the Statehood Quarter Program, coin collecting has never been more popular. And to

take advantage of this new interest in the hobby, we're giving our complete line of Whitman Classic

Coin Folders a beautiful new look.-- Multi-million dollar cover updates for the entire Whitman line!--

True-to-life foil colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds -- e.g. Copper foil

for Lincoln Cents, Silver foil for Jefferson Nickels.-- Traditional Whitman blue vinyl matches past

Whitman products.
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Like the review from "Big Mac" states, follow the instructions, which by the way, have been the

exact same instructions coin collectors have been using for at least 50 years. It truly is so easy a

child can do it; simply insert the coin at an angle and then push the other side down.I remember

having these same folders when I was a kid in the late 60's and I'm happy to report they are just as

fine a quality now as they were back then. I know this because I still happen to have two of them.

Unfortunately they are now made in China when they used to be made in the U.S., but what isn't.

So to sums it up, if you need a coin folder, Whitman has always done a real nice one.

Whitman Jefferson nickels collection is a good quality folder for the new and old collectors alike. two

of its 3 pages has 22 slots and one has 21 slots holding a total of 65 coins and for either displaying

the back or some other special coins you may have. There are no labels but a space to do you own

labeling is provided. Read the directions and inserting the coins is no problem. this would make a



great "tooth fairy" album because it will hold what ever pennies you want to put in it. if you like to

collect out of your pocket change, this is probably for you =)

i got the whole set of whitman coin plain folders after reading the quarters review, but what a

disappointment. none of the folders are actually working. i can't push the coins in these supposedly

revolutionary locking slots. no matter how hard i hammer (actual hammer!!), shove and push, the

coins will not go in for any of the folders. (despite their easy claim that all you have to do is insert

one end first and push down on the other end). you can't push the coins in even if you're Hercules.

what a waste of money.  should refund me -.-

Just like I remembered when I bought them new many years ago.One of the very few items that

have kept their quality level.

I bought this coin folder to store some Jefferson "War" nickels in an organized, easily retrievable

manner - it does so.
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